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Neutral Zone (NZ)  Defensive Play 

Defending the Zone 
The NZ is widely accepted as the area between the top of the face off circles at 
both ends of the rink.  It is an important area of the ice to pay attention to as part 
of your defensive game plan. 

A good defensive team will limit the opponent's ability to enter and exit the NZ 
with puck control and speed.   Teams that exit the NZ with speed and puck 
control are able to attack your net off the rush and set up deep into the OZ which 
is something you should prevent. With good defensive pressure your team should 
be able to force dump ins and prevent your opponents from attacking offensively 
with puck control, speed and uncovered attackers. 

So in this segment we will talk about ways to create turnovers in the zone and 
limit the opponents ability to exit the zone with puck control and speed. 

NZ Forecheck 

In order to retrieve the puck in the OZ you use a forechecking method to force a 
turn over of the puck.  The NZ isn't any different, you require a forechecking 
method to create puck turnovers.  We will discuss two basic options for minor 
hockey, the 1-2-2 and 2-1-2 passive and aggressive options.  Every coach will play 
their system a little different depending on the skills and abilities of both teams 
and possibly the rink surface. 

A forecheck is a way of structurally setting up in the zone positionally to provide 
your team with the best method of forcing the play into area(s) where a turnover 
is best created and that is generally outside the face off dots in the NZ. 

Before examining the two options we must talk about taking away the middle of 
the ice and why this is important.  The shortest distance to the net is a straight 
line to the net up the middle of the ice.  Knowing this, it should be obvious that 
every good team needs a tactical strategy to defend and prevent movement of the 
puck through middle ice in the NZ (area between the face off dots).   
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Middle of the Ice & Angling    

This middle ice diagram is to show the 
NZ from the tops of the face off circles in 
both ends of the rink and highlight the 
most important area of the ice surface to 
defend if you're going to be a good team! 

If you let your opponent play with speed 
and control the puck through the middle 
of the ice - defending becomes more of a 
challenge. Inside out control is a term 
used to describe how we check our 
opponent and force the play to an area 
of the ice surface where we want to 

create a puck turnover.  Never give your opponent the middle by approaching 
him from the outside or directly at the puck carrier.  Never give the puck carrier 
an option to beat you through middle ice - always angle and force to the outside 
(boards) - "we control middle ice".  

Practice the skill of angling as much as you can to improve your ability to force a 
player wide by taking away the middle, giving the outside and forcing your 
opponent to beat you with speed.  A good player takes pride in being able to go 
up against the best players and take away ice and not get beat to the inside.  
What has just been described is referred to as exercising inside out control on 
your opponent.  To angle a player off with inside out control you must be able to 
judge the speed of the opponent so you're able to get shoulder to shoulder with 
him, at that moment you make contact with your outside shoulder into his inside 
shoulder chest area get your stick under his stick at the same time you're making 
contact and create separation from the puck.  The goal is to skate the opponent 
off, recover the puck and establish puck control for an offensive transition. 

When you are able to angle and separate the opponent's best players from the 
puck and regain puck control you have perfected a marketable skill/talent that is 
in demand.  

Let's now examine a forechecking method that should be deployed when the 
opponent has puck possession and is regrouping (organizing) in the NZ.  
Remember as a player you must understand the rationale for the forechecking 
method, know your role and the role of others to play a system as a team. 
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1-2-2 NZ Forecheck 
The numbers 1-3 in the diagram 
represent the depth level within the 
NZ that the defensive structure can 
be set up to defend.   

The D pairings have to understand 
their role and the importance of 
playing a GAP that provides 
adequate coverage.  If the D 
pairing play too deep then the 
offensive team should be able to 
move the puck and make plays.  
The D GAP when tight provides the 
opportunity to intercept passes and 
provide better defensive coverage.  

In this scheme, the 1-2-2, one player is designated to provide puck pressure with 
inside out control against the player with the puck.  The first player may be a 
designated player or it may be the closest player to the puck or possibly even 
another option chosen by the coach.  Know who is the first player responsible for 
providing puck pressure.  The role of F1 is to take away time and space and  
force the play to the outside strong side (blocking the weak side D-D or other 
passing options).  The two forwards behind the first player supporting the puck 
are generally positioned between the dots and above their opponent's forward.  
The strategy behind the concept is to force the play wide to an area outside the 
dots close to the boards where with defensive support we can create a turnover.  
The system is set up to take away the middle of the ice and force the opponent to 
play outside the dots.   

It is important that F1 providing the pressure does so from the right angle (inside 
out) and has a stick in the lane blocking the pass D to D.  This should be 
practiced to perfect the individual tactic.  A progression to this drill is adding 
passing options and working the group tactic to force the play to the area outside 
the dots. 

This system can be played more aggressively with man on man coverage when a 
puck turnover is essential and you want to provide optimum pressure against the 
offensive team.  Make sure you have the right match ups should you choose this 
option.  The opposite is playing off the offensive players blocking the middle and 
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forcing the puck carrier and play maker to the outside to create a turnover in the 
NZ.  No team should be able to carry the puck through the middle of the ice 
when the defensive structure is working correctly. 

2-1-2 NZ Forecheck 

Another option is the 2-1-2 
structure where pressure is applied 
to the bottom of the offensive 
structure locking down on the D - 
pairing or two players down low to 
play man on man.  Generally teams 
will provide man on man with the 
opponents C and provide close 
GAP coverage on the opponent's 
outside forwards.   

This system can be played 
aggressively in more man coverage 
or less aggressively in more zone 

coverage depending on the circumstances and the match ups etc.  Inside out 
control is a key feature of the forecheck so as to take away the middle of the ice.  
In this system you should take away the carry of the puck through the NZ and 
make passing options a challenge. 

To perfect both of these defensive group tactics the individual skills of checking 
and proper angling are essential to the tactic.  Matching the opponents speed and 
playing in the defensive side of the puck (opponent's inside shoulder) always is 
key to the effectiveness of the forecheck.  As your team improves defending the 
zone you will likely have situations where you go back and forth between the two 
systems during different times in the game or even shifts depending on match ups 
and game situation. 

Tracking/Back Checking 
When the opponent is successful in beating coverage and has puck possession 
skating through the NZ you must know your role.  Tracking or back checking is 
important in defending because back pressure support makes the D pairings work 
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easier when the offensive players have limited time and space resulting from the 
back pressure.   

Serious hockey players, players who want to play Junior or University hockey 
understand the importance of not letting their teammates down by not back 
checking.   

The rule of thumb is if you haven't caught up to the puck carrier and engaged by 
the time you get to the red line you can leave him to the D pairing.  Your role 
now becomes picking up F2-F3 joining the rush into the OZ or possibly one of the 
D who has joined the offensive rush.  These players will be found in the middle 
ice area and you must get into a coverage position quickly. 

Track or back check up the middle of the ice between the dots.  You want to 
provide back pressure support in the middle of the ice entering your DZ to 
prevent scoring chances from the slot or middle of the ice because that is the 
prime area for getting quality shots on your net.  Take your coverage assignment 
to the net off the rush staying on the D side of the puck.  Only break off into your 
DZ coverage role after the attack on net has been prevented. 

Face Offs 
Whether your team is at centre ice for a face off or any other NZ face off position 
your line must know the offensive strategy of your Centre on the draw (forward, 
backward or...) correct.  Defensively, your team must be prepared to forecheck off 
the face off loss because you want to regain puck possession and keep your 
opponent from exiting the zone with speed and puck control.  In some cases the 
two options discussed here will be executed but who will be F1 defensively 
supporting the puck carrier may need to be clarified by your Coach.  The play of 
F2 and F3 defending must also be understood.   

Face off play in the NZ is important and you should know your role on every face 
off in this zone.  Defensively you must be able to start the forecheck immediately 
on the loss of the draw.   

GAPS D-Pairings 
1. Puck at their blue line - 3 stick lengths, 
2. Puck at the red line - 2 stick lengths, 
3. Puck at your blue line - 1 stick length. 
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* The D have to be able to skate backwards as fast as a forward can skate 
forwards and this must be emphasized from Pee Wee to Midget.  A good D 
player should not have any trouble with the speed of the game with the above 
GAPS if he is a good skater and defender. 

Poor defensive teams play large GAPS and give up too much ice uncontested.  If 
you want to be a strong defensive team then understand the importance of 
maintaining proper GAPS to challenge and reduce your opponents time and space 
with the puck. Playing the right GAPS is a pressure tactic and part of playing the 
pressure game. 

Conclusion 

To become a complete player you have to know how to play with and without the 
puck in all three zones.  Take pride in your defensive game and defending the 
other team's best players. 

The next section is on playing with the puck in the NZ.  The start of a good 
offensive player is the result of a good defensive play.  When you defend the NZ 
you will recover a lot of pucks and you want to turn the table and create quality 
offensive scoring chances. 

Championship teams are the best defensive teams and it's no surprise that they 
pressure the puck and play man coverage more than zone. 
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